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Mathryn Lasky(凯瑟)-a.) 著 社, Soren was pushed by an older brother介价 from his family, rescued by representatives of the mysterious school of squirrels, St.Aggie's.When Soren arrives at St.Aggie,he suspects that the school has more than an eye. She and her new friend, a smart female fairy named Gylfie, will find out that St.Aggie's is
actually a training camp where the head of the school takes care of young people to help achieve a goal that threatens the lives of chickens everywhere. First, Soren and Gylfie have to run. 综价a铺 只看a.com. Look at the source of The Share the Pure Ones were a large owl organization consisting mainly of the genus Tytonidae, more
commonly known as Barn Owls, consisting of species such as Tyto alba, Tyto novaehollandiae, Tyto tenebricosa and Tyto multipunctata. Its main purpose was to eliminate ga'hoole's protectors and cleanse the kingdoms of owls by enslaved non-Tyto owls and destroying all oppositions. Ga'Hoole Poll community content is available under
CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. August 21, 2010 Kelly rated it liked it ·  A review of the second edition in anticipation of the upcoming movie based on Kathryn Laskys GUARDIANS OF GAHOOLE series, Scholastic has re-released the first book in the series, Capture. As an owl fan, I had to try it naturally! Lasky is clearly following in
Richard Adams's footsteps here, by his invented owl words and a blend of animal behavior and very human social commentary. Capture is less intense than Watership Down in terms of reading levels and levels of violence, however, and would be anticipating an upcoming movie based on Kathryn Lasky's GUARDIANS OF GA'HOOLE
series, Scholastic has re-released the first book in the series, Capture. As an owl fan, I had to try it naturally! Lasky is clearly following in Richard Adams's footsteps here, by his invented owl words and a blend of animal behavior and very human social commentary. Capture is less intense than Watership Down in terms of reading levels
and levels of violence, however, and would suit readers who may be too young for Adams's book. Soren, our protagonist, grows up in a loving, comfortable family of barn owls. Lasky contains a lot of information about the owl's behavior and translates it into an inch of culture. Owls have rituals for their first different types of food bites and
flying stages. Lasky is skillful at portraying the complexity of the social fabric, as is evident both here and last year with Hannah. The rituals of the Soren family create a sense of warmth and community, even if they sometimes focus too much on the digestive processes of owls for me. (Kids probably love it. Especially if they've done an
exploring owl pellet thing at school.) One day, though, Soren tumbles into the nest and is kidnapped by several other owls. He's being taken to St. Aggie's, which claims to be an orphaned owl school. But Soren is not really an orphan and it's not really school. It's more like a cross between a totalitarian state and a cult. Soren and his new
friend Gylfie must resist brainwashing, find allies and flee St. Aggie. St. Aggie scenes are creepy enough to get down even adult skin, while keeping the level of violence appropriate for the target audience. There are some deaths, but the details are mostly glossed over. Soren and Gylfie are inspired by heroism, partly by the legends of
Ga'Hoole, which is like the owl match of Arthur's cycle. I really like the idea behind Capture, which is that one should be brave in the face of tyranny and that stories can help build that courage. The book would have been stronger, though, if some legends had actually worked into the story. We often read that one character tells Ga'Hoole's
stories to another, but not what the stories really are. I've been a mythology geek for at least twenty years, so it's quite easy for me to imagine what stories are probably like, but I might not expect a child to have the same knowledge base. One thing that worked well around Watership Down was that some of El-ahrairah's stories were
included in the novel. It helped build the world rabbits lived in, and including stories could have done the same thing here, and it would have lent even more weight to the touching scene in which Soren and Gylfie form their own legend to honor a friend. Other issues include an unlikely coincidence, songs that don't scan, and a steep end.
It's not a cliffhanger, but it leaves a lot unresolved (presumably to be addressed in later books). It was a question for Hannah as well, and maybe it's just a quirk of Lasky style that I have to get used to if I continue reading my books. Nonetheless, Capture is enjoyable for the most part, and with excitement. The prose veers toward the
textbook bit describing the owl's biology and behavior, but it's beautiful in other moments, and the story is a good message without beating you over the head with it. I'm looking forward to the movie. This review was originally published on Fantasy Literature's Kathryn Lasky page. ... More: Locations, Owl Kingdoms, Great Tree Share
Ga'Hoole are arguably the most advanced owl kingdom out of all six owl kingdoms in terms of knowledge and It is also the home of the legendary Guardians of Ga'Hoole, who were held, for a long time, only a myth. The kingdom of Ga'Hoole is surrounded by the Sea of Hoolemere on the isle of Hoole, in the great Ga'Hoole tree. History of
the coming of Care While on their way beyond Beyond, Hoole, Grank, Theo and Phineas stayed on the island amid the great sea of the Southern Kingdoms, also known as S'yrthghar. When they landed on the island, the owls noticed it was infertile and lifeless. Hoole, grieving because of the loss of her mother, let go of a few tears onto
the soil. This causes the seedling to push from the ground at an incredibly fast rate. Despite Granki's protestations, Hoole claimed that the seedling tree had Ga (a great spirit). The owls left the island but were not known to them, the seedlings of the tree continued to grow and became as luminous as the egg Hoole had hatched out of.
After a battle further afield between Queen Siv and Lord Arffin's forces and the return of Hoole's Eder, Hoole decided to establish his own court on the island where the tree is infused with ga. Until then, there was no name on the island. Recalling Hoole's earlier statement, Grank proposed to Hoole that the island and its trees should be
called Ga'Hoole, in honor of the great spirit of his new King Hoole. To be king Soon after settling on the island of Hoole in the Great Ga'Hoole Tree, Hoole carried Ga'Hoole's first parliamentary session in the parliamentary hollow. At the time, eleven owls were represented at the meeting: Hoole, Grank, Theo, Phineas, Lord Rathnik, Lord
Tobyfyor, Lord Garthnore, Lady Helling, Lord Vladkyn, Sir Bors and Strix Strumajen. The assembled owls wondered why Hoole did not have An ember with him during the meeting, because that was why they kept their reason to pledge allegiance to the. Hoole explained that he was not going to use Ember to gain absolute power, but
wanted to be able to rely on the strength that has already been lived with his fellow companions. He specified the importance of realizing his true strength and comparing it to the roots of the tree: the roots kept the tree anchored and gave it nutrients that allow it to grow. Parliament hollow was set near the roots as a reminder of that
analogy. Further developments at this meeting included the development of chaws, an idea Hoole recalled hearing the stories of his grandfather, H'rathmore. Each chaw also was assigned to a specialist, otherwise known as rye. Sir Bors, Strix Strumajen, Grank and Theo received the first rukgs for newly formed navigation, without,
colliding and forging, respectively. When the meeting ended, Hoole swore an oath to the owls, which were later known as the oath of the guards. That's what ga'hoole's protectors came to do. Hoole's course of action involved restoring his kingdom H'rath's name, his father. In doing so, Hoole hoped that he would be able to oust the rebel
lords and destroy the thwarted navel-gazing navels of the thwarted umbilical cords in both kingdoms before he freed the world from the magic of himself. After returning from the mission of the Northern Kingdom, the messenger informed Joss Hoole that Lord Arffin's forces had lost their power after the battle in the Distant Kingdom and that
they had been fragmented into smaller forces. Joss also informed Hoole that the usurper had taken control of the Ice Palace and that Strix Strumajen's daughter had disappeared after the battle near the Ice Age. Determined not to lose another owl tyranny, Hoole developed his plans to ensure every desirable result is achieved by the time
of Short Light, the shortest day of the year that followed Long Night, the longest night of the year. By the time The Short Light arrived, Hoole's plans had been fulfilled and mostly successful. Hagsfiends had been sucked from the Kuneer desert, and many of Hoole's troops were now on their way to the Ice Palace. By then, Lord Arrin had
gathered the army and received allegiance to Lord Elgobad along with several other rebellious factions. Hoole's side consisted of Hoole's hot claws, the Guards of Sivia, the H'rath Ice Regiment, the Wolves of Beyond, led by Namara MacNamara, Frost Noak's division, and many other owls who fought for Siv had returned to fight for their
son. Namara advised the young king to wait until daylight reflected from the glaciers to bind the enemy, giving the Defenders a temporary advantage. This advantage was largely used until the short light turned into a long night and began a battle of short light and a long night. It was one of the bloodiest battles that everyone fought in
Hulus' history. The rebel lords were beaten back, and Kreeth, the head-to-head, was killed when he tried to steal Hoole's Eber. After the battle, the Ice Palace was restored from its degenerative state by the force of Eser. Soon, both the Northern Kingdoms and the Southern Kingdoms (as they later learned) were finally at peace. Journey
Since the ancient times described the Legends of Ga'Hoole, a series of kings were faded and replaced by monarchs who acted as custodians of the kingship. Even by then, Ga'Hoole and its guardians had changed things in the past only told legends or bedtime stories. They were only real to those who believed. It was with this conviction
that Soren, Gylfie, Twilight and Digger were when they set out in the desert of Kuneer after winning the St Aggies forces sent after them. After much misery, the band reached the Great Ga'Hoole Tree, discovering that Ga'Hoole existed and was very real. The shooting's coming soon! The rescue will come soon! The Commission has I'il be
there soon! Destructive coming! The burning will be coming soon! Outcast soon! The golden tree will be here soon! The Windone River is coming soon! Exile's coming soon! Ember's war will be coming soon! Trivia Coming Hoole, it is Grank who come up with the name Ga'Hoole but in To Be King, the owls of Hoole's company came up
with the name. This may be due to the contradiction or because two different owls were said to have written both stories about legends of Ga'Hoole and may have had different insights into how the name came from. Locations of Owl Kingdoms Great Tree Community Content are available on CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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